
 
Portal 24 – Pyranomic Deconstruction  

  
Complete multiple channel presentation  

on economics as religion, false science, the 
control grid … 

  
PYRATOKENS ISSUED FOR 

 EDUCATIONAL DECONSTRUCTION 
100,000,000 TOTAL ISSUE 

  
 



The Pyramid says there are no alternatives to 
its concentrating Pyranomics. Not much else is 
taught or seriously addressed. Pyranomics is the 
only economic model people know of, the only 
economics they are aware of.  
  
The pyramid context of reality has defined our 
patterns of human culture all through history.  
 
That vectorized pyramid power-space has 
dominated the last thousands of years makes a 
turn to the WHolomid seem unlikely. But is that 

so?  
 



Reality isn't out there. Externals can not be our 
primary values and survive. Reality is an 
interactive process including consciousness, 
meaning, compassion, justice and wisdom. 
  
Pyranomics a core operating standing-wave 
platform of reality is full of bugs, is infecting our 
minds and soul with viruses, worms and all 
manner of softwarish creatures. 

 
 It has gotten so extreme that the Earth 
itself is no longer holding things together. 

 
  



 
 Pyranomics weaves together theories, 

standards, and methods mixed with hypno-
induced beliefs and is used as a control grid on 

Human and Other Awarenesses.  
 

This corrupted alogo scheme is totally incapable 
of meeting the co-evolutionary demands of 

Today and needs to be replaced. NOW! 
  

We can deboot and delete the Pyra-corrupted 
softwar 
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Pyra refers to pyramid as well as 
fire, the consuming of order to 
feed entropic schemes leaving 

ashes to be picked apart by vulture 
econ Pyrates. 



"No degree of prosperity could justify the accumulation of 
large amounts of highly toxic substances which nobody 
knows how to make “safe” and which remain an 
INCALCULABLE danger to the whole of creation for 
historical or even GEOLOGICAL AGES. 
  
To do such a thing is a transgression against life itself, a 
transgression infinitely more serious than any crime ever 
perpetrated by man. The idea that a civilization could 
sustain itself on the basis of such a transgression is an 
ethical, spiritual, and metaphysical monstrosity.  
  
It means conducting the economic affairs of man as if 
people (all life forms) really did not matter at all.”  
— E.F. Schumacher  



Pyramid Space limits us to a Three dimensional 
Social Space 
  
Only the lower dimensions are acknowledged.  
Three-dimensional reality is only a subset of a 
series of hyperspatial dimensions that are the 
physics of our very existence. From Humans to 
stars to galaxies to life itself.  Wholonomics 
reflects and expresses this understanding  

  
 
 



Money is deliberately maintained scarce. 
Even though the means are in plenty, never 
enough money is the theme of life written 
by the Pyralites who ALWAYS have way 
more than enough. 
 
Pyrasites are addicted to their paradigm 
power and will recognize no other. They 
equate paradigm survival with their own 
personal survival.  

  
. 



Pyranomic activity 
Seeks areas of the world where wages are low 
and human-rights laws are lax ensuring low 
wages by maintaining excess unemployment in 
the worker pool 
Disempowers communities through lobbying, 
policies and legal action 
Uses scale to reduce per-unit costs, regardless of 
how much of a product is actually needed and 
its externalized costs 
Orients production towards the buyers who can 
pay the most not who needs it the most 
. 



Concentrates capital due to 
winner-take-all competition and 

unfettered "free" markets 
Pumps money into advertising to 

create imagined needs 
Promotes the myth that happiness 

lies in consumption 
 



Leads to: 
Widespread unemployment and plummeting 
wages 
A dwindling middle class and a growing income 
gap between rich and poor 
An impoverished working class 
Dangerous or mind-numbing manufacturing 
work 
Exploitation of child labor 
A disenfranchised populace that's easily incited 
to fanaticism, violence or terrorism 
 



Demographic upheavals with ruptured families 
due to lack of local work 
Widespread hunger and accompanying disease 
Erosion of democracy, human rights and worker 
rights 
Environmental damage compounding due to 
manufacturing and shipping that is unneeded 
Globalizing Pyranomics depends on cheap oil 
for manufacturing and transportation, making 
any kind of oil-based manufacturing or 
transportation systems difficult for a local 
business 



They will manipulate and control a society in 
order to prevent any social or cultural 
advancement out of the existing paradigms.  
 
They will actively ignore and suppress public 
knowledge of this. They will 
intimidate populations to no end to remain 
within the status quo paradigm.  
 
Liberating these paradigms will result in 
paradigm death and death to those and that, 
that fight to maintain the Pyrasite’s paradigm 



  



Humanity cannot survive dependent 
on a Vector Function that endlessly 
transfers the Wealth of the Whole to 
the apex.  
 
Money and to a large extent 
community has long since been 
robbed of meaning and connection. 
  
 



Some Pyranomic Terms 
 
Pyranomics 
Pyrasites 
Pyramid Paradigm 
Pyraparasitism  
Pyramoney 
Vector Money 
Pyracracy  
Apex 
Vibrational Construct  

  





The Pyramid Paradigm is all about 
controlling Space through vectors. 
The direction of the vector of control is 
from powerless to the powerful.  
From exploited to the exploiter.  
  
Power of a few is based  
on the exploitation of the rest  
and our sources of natural wealth.  
This vector is what we call money.  
 



The Pyramid "takes up space." It is a lower 
dimensional and vibrational construct. 
Pyramid architecture in its profound 
limitations automatically generates 
stratification of resources, knowledge and 
opportunity, sourcing pain and despair. 
 
The power of a few is based on the 
exploitation of the rest, on every level.  

 



In this constructed constricting framework 
of pyrasitic space we find only 
imprisonment of falsehood. 
 
Pyranomics lead to increasingly extreme 
inequality between the richest and 
poorest. The poorest being left ultimately 
with nothing and thus eliminated and the 
rich have everything except just enough 
power given to maintain their servant 
class. 

 





Pyranomics figures out how we 
should live for them, without a true 
consensus of what best serves 
society. We give up our rights through 
apathy and greed and conflicts of the 
mind.  Focusing on maintaining the 
appearance by settling on making 
ends meet we allow conditions that do 
not come from the peoples but from 
the Apexsites.  



We need for the Context To Wake-Up.  
  

As long as we believe in this end of times story, 
we are slaves to the forms of this system, by 

continuing to maintain them, in conscious and 
unconscious ways.  

  
The pyramid represents a form of political and 

social control that allows a small group of 
individuals to benefit off of a much larger group.  

 



A pyramid has progressively fewer 
but more powerful power-

concentrated levels. Fewer people, 
more power. Up the pyramid, up 

the power. Each is one in a million, 
numbering around six thousand on 

a planet of six billion.  





They run our governments, our 
largest corporations, international 

finance, the media, world religions, 
and the world's most dangerous 

criminal and terrorist 
organizations. They are the global 

superclass, and they have been 
shaping the history of our time.  





Today's superclass has achieved 
unprecedented levels of wealth and power. 
They have globalized more rapidly than any 
other group. They have more in common 
with one another than with their own 
countrymen. They control and benefit from 
globalization more than anyone else. Their 
influence feeds growing economic and 
social inequity that divides the world.  

 



What happens behind closed door 
meetings in Davos or aboard corporate 
jets at 41,000 feet? Who sets the rules 
for a group that operates beyond 
national laws? 
  
We can divert the wealth of the world 
returning it to a principled existence.    
  
 



This primary Vector Archetype is 
the very Root of Western 

Economics. This has been a root 
controlling Paradigm.  





Corporations, Banks, Governments, 
organized religions, form the 

network while lesser structures 
mimic the global form, and to form 
from this Template to manage and 

mete out status and influence.  
  
 



Bluntly put, everything in this human world is held by 
one core archetypal paradigm, an archetype, a primary 
template. This paradigm archetype won a long time ago 
is preventing the evolution of a new basis for human 
life.  
 
We can not ever make the transition from that 
paradigm platform. It can not happen.  
 
The Occult Empire of the Pyrasites is a massive pyramid 
super-structure of corrupted streams of being held in 
place by massive amounts of resource waste and 
destruction.  

 



All this code corruption to maintain  
the “Temple Institutions of the Eyepex”. 
Ultimate result of this archetypal space is the 
appearance of totalitarian forms of government 
where absolute political power is held by socio-
psychopathic elite few and their effect on the 
people is such that the entire society is 
increasingly ruled and motivated and delineated 
by pathological values. This is inherent 

  
 



From the Pyramid Paradigm,  
evolves the suppression of 

individualism and creativity, 
impoverishment of artistic values.  

  
Moral values get corrupted based  

on a social structure of self-interest 
and one-upmanship,  

altruism is suppressed.  
 


